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Hans is what you might call an 
engineering visionary. And like 
you, he is a dedicated specialist 
committed to mission success. 
Hans has been designing and 
building launching systems 
for better than 20 years and 
his innovations have taken 
the industry to an entirely new 
level. 

Hans founded Penn Arms in 
1990, and though it has grown 
into a large company, Hans is 
no corporate mogul. He still 
loves to get his hands dirty in 
the shop every day and swap 
stories over dinner. Hans does 
have one simple rule though: 
the customer is the only thing 
that matters. 

Quality. Reliability.

Hans Kornberger

While his dedicated staff of 
craftsmen is building launchers 
to fill all the orders from around 
the world, Hans is always busy 
engineering and designing the 
next great advancement to 
better serve his friends in law 
enforcement and the military. 

Every launcher is machined 
to exact specifications and 
then assembled and tested 
by hand. That’s the way Hans 
wants it; and that’s why Penn 
Arms means quality you can 
count on when you need it 
most. And if you ever find 
yourself in Punxsutawney PA, 
stop by the factory. Hans will 
treat you just like family. 

Tradition.
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Introducing the newest 
additions to the Penn Arms 
line: The P540 and the 
L140. These 
launchers 
are 
intuitively 
designed with 
the tactical 
operator in mind. 
They are lighter in weight, 
smaller and operationally more 
versatile. Both launchers are 

designed as platforms for 
mounting a variety of less-
lethal options, optics and 

illumination tools. 

Constructed 
out of the 
highest grade 

materials to the 
Penn Arms standard 

of quality, these new launchers 
are quickly becoming the 
industry standard. DEDICATED TO YOUR MISSION
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P540-3
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37 mm Systems

Penn Arms launchers are built to withstand abuse in the harshest of 
environments. Machined to exact specifications using 4140 hardened steel, 
6061-T6 mil-spec hard anodized aluminum and DuPont super tough glass- 
filled nylon, they are lightweight, versatile and practically indestructible. 

L137 - A single-shot, break-open frame launcher with a smooth barrel.
Features include: Double-action trigger, trigger lock push button and 
hammer lock safeties, 37mm, available in 4-inch to 12-inch smooth 
bore barrels, iron front post and rear groove sights, overall length of 11 
inches/280mm with pistol grip and 29 inches/740mm extended or fixed 
stocks with an unloaded weight of 6 lbs/2.75 kg, utilizes 37mm x 305mm 
max length munitions.

L837 - A spring-advance magazine drum launcher, with a six-shot 
capacity and a smooth barrel. Features include: Double-action trigger, 
trigger lock push button and chamber out-of-line safeties, 37mm, 
smooth bore 9-inch barrel, iron front post and rear groove sights, 
overall length of 22.5 inches/570mm with stock collapsed and 33.5 
inches/850mm extended or fixed, unloaded weight of 10.3lbs/4.7 kg, 
utilizes 37mm x 208mm/8 inch max length munitions.

P837 - Extends the patented features, advantages and benefits found 
in the L540 to 37mm operators. A pump-action advance magazine drum 
launcher, with a six-shot capacity and smooth barrel. Features include: 
Double-action trigger, trigger lock push button and hammer lock safeties, 
37mm, smooth bore 11-inch barrel, combination weaver rail with ghost ring 
and bead sight, overall length of 21 inches/533mm with stock collapsed 
and 32 inches/813mm extended or fixed, unloaded weight of 9 lbs/4.1 kg, 
utilizes 37mm x 208mm/8 inch max length munitions.

L137-1

L837-3

P837-1
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40 mm Systems

L140 - A single-shot break-open frame launcher with a rifled barrel. 
Features include: Double-action trigger, trigger lock push button 
and hammer lock safeties, 40mm, 1:47 twist-rifled12-inch barrel, 
combination weaver rail with ghost ring and bead sight, overall length 
of 19 inches/483mm with stock collapsed and 30 inches/762mm 
extended or fixed, unloaded weight of 6 lbs/2.75 kg, utilizes 40mm x 
150mm max length munitions.

L640- - A spring-advance magazine drum launcher, with a six-shot 
capacity and rifled barrel. Features include: Double-action trigger, 
lock push button and chamber out-of-line safeties, 40mm, 1:47 twist- 
rifled 12-inch barrel, combination weaver rail with ghost ring and bead 
sight, overall length of 23 inches/584mm with stock collapsed and 34 
inches/864mm extended or fixed, unloaded weight of 11.3 lbs/5.2 kg, 
utilizes 40mm x 158mm max length munitions.

P540 - A pump-action advance magazine drum launcher, with a 
six-shot capacity and rifled barrel. Previously labeled the PGL-65, 
the features include: Double-action trigger, trigger lock push button 
and hammer lock safeties, 40mm, 1:47 twist-rifled 11-inch barrel, 
combination weaver rail with ghost ring and bead sight, overall length 
of 21 inches/533mm with stock collapsed and 32 inches/813mm 
extended or fixed, unloaded weight of 9 lbs/4.1 kg, utilizes 40mm x 
127mm max length munitions. In service with the US Army MP Corps.

H140 - A single-shot break-open launcher with a rifled barrel. This 
launcher can be used as a stand-alone unit fitted with various stocks 
and sights or mounted underneath a variety of assault rifles. Features 
include: Double-action trigger, trigger lock push button and hammer 
lock safeties, 40mm, 1:47 twist-rifled 9-inch barrel, overall length of 
12 inches/305mm, unloaded weight of 2.5 lbs/1.2 kg, utilizes 40mm x 
127mm max length munitions.

L140-1

L640-1

P540-3

H140-0
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12 Gauge

The Striker SE

Striker SE - A 12-shot, 12-gauge 
spring advance revolving magazine 
fed system. With a capacity of 12 
rounds, it can be utilized in both 
lethal and less lethal applications. 
The Striker SE also stands out as 
a very capable breaching shotgun. 
The vented muzzle break makes for 
a perfect standoff device and with 
a capacity of 12, there are plenty of 
rounds to get the job done. Once 
wound, the magazine rotates with 
each trigger pull and has an auto 
eject function that ejects each spent 
shell after it is fired. 

The Striker SE is extremely easy 
to operate, and its light weight and 
ergonomic design reduces recoil 
significantly, enough so that it can 
be operated with one hand.

The Striker’s spring advance feature 
also makes it the first choice in 12-
gauge for robotic mounted platforms 
used for IED disruption and other 
tactical purposes. 
 

Features include: Double-action 
trigger, trigger lock push button and 
chamber out-of-line safeties, 12- 
gauge, 7.5-inch to 18-inch barrels 
available, iron front post and rear 
groove sights, several stock options 
available including fixed, collapsible 
and pistol grip, auto shell eject 
function, indexing button to bypass 
chambers, unloaded weight of 9 
lbs/4.1 kg for 18-inch barrel, utilizes 
all standard 12-gauge ammunition 
including breaching rounds. 

S712-3
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Stock Variations 11” Rail with Adj Ghost Ring Ring - Side and Under Rails

Sighting Systems

Ring - Side and Top Rails 11” Rail with Side Rails

Variants and Accessories

Armorer Training
Conducted by Penn Arms 
training staff, the Armorer 
course is a mix of classroom 
and practical exercises. 
Topics covered include: 
nomenclature, function, 
disassembly and assembly, 
troubleshooting and repair. 

Our courses are mobile and 
can be hosted by any agency 
most anywhere. Hosts need 

to provide a classroom 
and a work area for hands-
on exercises. Access to a 
shooting range is preferred.

Classes are restricted to law 
enforcement, corrections 
and military personnel. 
Each attendee will receive a 
certificate upon successful 
completion of the course. Visit 
pennarms.com for details.

Customize your Penn Arms 
launching system with a variety 
of accessories and options to fit 
your individual needs and mission 
parameters. From barrel length to 
a different stock we can build the 
system you need. 

Shoulder stocks are available in 
fixed, collapsible and compact 
models. Accessory rails are 
available in several configurations 

from single weaver rails with 
ghost ring and adjustable bead 
sights to multi-rail systems to fit 
combinations of weapon-mounted 
flashlights, sighting systems and 
hand grips. We also have 37mm 
and 40mm cleaning kits and tool 
kits for launcher maintenance. 

Don’t see something you need? 
Call us and our dedicated staff of 
craftsmen service staff will help.

Stock Variations 11” Rail with Adj Ghost Ring Ring - Side and Under Rails

Sighting Systems

Ring - Side and Top Rails

A402

A408

11” Rail with Side Rails

A403

A407
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